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MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

Seth Coplan
Repository Projects Branch, WM

John T. Greeves, Section Chief
Piyush K. Dutta
Naiem Tanious
Engineering Branch, WM

SUBJECT: NNWSI ROCKMECHANICS/DESIGN DATA REVIEW
AND SITE VISIT

During July 17-20, 1984, we visited the Nevada test site and conducted
a data review at the Sandia National Laboratories at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The attached report describes details of this visit, lists the attendees
who participated in the data review, and presents the details on data either
gathered or requested during the visit. We feel that the data review visit
was productive because we could visit the test location, observe the test
set-up and instrumentation, and examine raw data. Sandia National Laboratory
has agreed to provide raw data as soon as they are cleared through their
review procedures.

After we receive the requested data and
review and analyse the data, and convey

related documents, we will
NRC concerns, if any, to DOE.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Seth Coplan MBell
Repository Projects Branch, WM LBHigginbotham

JHMiller
FROM: John T. Greeves, Chief JOBunting

Piyush K. Dutta MKnapp
Naiem Tanious MANataraja
Engineering Branch, WM

SUBJECT: NNWSI ROCKMECHANICS/DESIGN DATA REVIEW
AND SITE VISIT

During July 17-20, 1984, we visited the Nevada test site and conducted
a data review at the Sandia National Laboratories at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The attached report describes details of this visit, lists the attendees
who participated in the data review, and presents the details on data either
gathered or requested during the visit. We feel that the data review visit
was productive because we could visit the test location, observe the test
set-up and instrumentation, and examine raw data. Sandia National Laboratory
has agreed to provide raw data as soon as they are cleared through the"
review procedures.

After we receive the requested data and related documents, well
review and analyse the data, and convey NRC concerns, if any, to DOE.

John Greeves, Chief
Engineering Branch, WM

Piyush Dutta
Engineering Branch, WM

Naiem Tanious
Enclosures: As stated Engineering Branch, WM
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ROCKMECHANICS/DESIGN DATA
ITE VISIT

During July 17-20, 1984, we visited the Nevada test site and conducted
a data review at the Sandia National Laboratories at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The attached report describes details of this visit, lists the attendees
who participated in the data review, and presents the details on data either
gathered or requested during the visit. We feel that the data review visit
was productive because we could visit the test location, observe the test
set-up and instrumentation, and examine raw data. Sandia National Laboratory
has agreed to provide raw data as soon as they are cleared through their
review procedures.

After we receive the requested data and related documents, the following three
steps of the data review process will be conducted:

1. Convey our preliminary observations to DOE.
2. Review and analyse the data.
3. Convey NRC concerns, if any, to DOE.

John Greeves, Chief
Engineering Branch, WM

Piyush Dutta
Engineering Branch, WM

Naiem Tanious
Enclosures: A stated Engineering Branch, WM
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TRIP REPORT
ROCKMECHANICS/DESIGN DATA REVIEW MEETING

NEVADA TEST SITE (JULY 17) AND
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES (JULY 18-20)

1. Background

The purpose of the NRC visit to the NNWSI site at Nevada and the Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) at Albuquerque was to obtain and review
test data relevant to NRC's evaluation of NNWSI's draft Environmental
Assessment (EA) document and site characterization activities. The nature
of the data review is stated clearly in NRC's (Seth M. Coplan's) letter to
Dr. Donald L. Vieth of DOE dated June 7, 1984. The data review during the
visit consisted mainly of independent evaluations by NRC of selected raw
data and selected data analysis files. The visit was augmented by an
examination of drill hole cores, visit of the proposed repository site at
the Yucca Mountain and field tests at the G-Tunnel. It was distinctly not
the purpose of this visit for NRC to hold any substantive discussions with
DOE/SANDIA regarding NRC's official position related to the conduct and
merit of any facet of DOE's rockmechanics/design related site characterization
programs.

The NRC rockmechanics/design team present for the visit were:

1. John T. Greeves (WMEG, NRC)
2. Piyush K. Dutta (WMEG, NRC)
3. Naiem S. Tanious (WMEG, NRC)
4. Jaak Daemen (Univ. of Arizona)
5. Swapan Bhattacharya (Engineers International)
6. Mark C. Christianson (Itasca Consulting Group)
7. Lindsey Mundell (US Bureau of Mines)
8. Ed Hollop (US Bureau of Mines)
9. Thomas J. Schmitt (US NRC-RES)

Other NRC members present during the data review were:

1. Newton K. Stablein (WMRP-NRC)
2. Clayton L. Pittiglio (WMRP-NRC)
3. Jonathan Cutler WMGT-NRC)
4. Paul T. Prestholt (Sr. OLR-NNWSI)
5. Susan G. Bilhorn (Jr. OLR-NNWSI)

Carl Johnson from state of Nevada was also present.
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Names of participants from DOE/NNWSI are shown in the list of attendees, see
attachment 1.

2. Site Visit:

On July 17, the site visit was conducted in Nevada. The G-Tunnel, Yucca
Mountain and the Core Library were included in the visit.

2.1 G-Tunnel visit:

Following a short presentation (see copies of viewgraph - attachment #2) of
the experiments the NRC team visited the following test and experiment sites
inside the G-Tunnel:

1. Rockmechanics drift
2. Heated Block Alcove
3. Small Diameter Heater Alcove #2
4. Extensometer Drift
5. Small Diameter Heater Alcove #1
6. Instrumentation Alcove
7. Experiment Drift

2.2 Yucca Mountain visit:

The NRC team visited the top of the Yucca Mountain, to observe the regional
layout of the anticipated repository. The repository 'block' is bounded on
all sides by geologic features (faults). The NRC team also visited the site
of the proposed surface facilities and the exploratory shaft.

2.3 USGS Core Library:

The USGS Core Library at Mercury was visited by the NRC team. 47 core boxes,
identified by the NRC team before the visit were laid out for holes USW G-1,
USW G-2, USW G-3, USW G-4 and UE-25A #1. Stratigraphical and structural logs
were provided for holes USW G-1 and USW G-2 and hydrological test data for UE-25b
#1. The lack of logs for USWG-3 and G-4 severely hampered interpretation of
photographs from cores of these holes. Highly variable and intensive
fracturing was observed in the Topopah Spring member of the geologic
formation.
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3. Data Review

The data review was conducted on July 18-20, at Sandia National Laboratories
as per the schedule attached (see attachment #3). The data review session was
preceded by a short introductory remarks by K. Stablein of NRC and a
presentation by T. 0. Hunter and J. R. Tillerson of Sandia (see attachment #4).
Facilities for core handling, storage and rockmechanics testing laboratory
were visited by the NRC team. The areas of data identified for review and the
NRC lead person in each area are given below:

1) Mechanical Properties of Rock: Piyush K. Dutta
2) Rock Classification: Piyush K. Dutta
3) Thermal Properties: Naiem Tanious
4 Bulk Properties: Naiem Tanious
5 Seismic Data: Tom Schmitt
6) G-Tunnel Rock Characteristics: Jaak Daemen
7) Small Diameter Heater Test: Jaak Daemen
8) Heated Block Test: Jaak Daemen
9 Sealing Test Data: Jaak Daemen

Sample data in each area were identified and reviewed (see attachment #5).
Copies of a number of documents and data identified during the data
review were requested but were not made available for NRC pending review
and approval by SNL. A list of these documents is attached (see attachment
#6).

In summary, the data review and follow-up analyses will help determine data
reliability for licensing. Data reliability is dependent on both technical
accuracy and adequacy of documentation. The on-site data review is the first
step in this process. In general we tried to achieve the following
objectives:

1. Become familiar with the data available.

2. Understand how it was obtained and documented.

3. Identify and obtain selective data for independent analysis.

4. Training of staff and consultants, i.e., profit from doing.
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The site visit and review of the data at SNL have fulfilled most of the above
objectives. These objectives will be totally fulfilled if the DOE/SANDIA
follow-up on sending the requested data/documents to NRC for independent
analysis and evaluation at an early date.



NRC DESIGN DATA REVIEW ATTENDANCE LIST
July 18, 1984

ATTACHMENT 1

Name

NRC Participants:

John Greeves
Piyush Dutta
Naiem Tanious
Newton King Stablein
Jonathan Cutler
Clayton L. Pittiglio, Jr.
Paul T. Prestholt
Susan G. Bilhorn
Tom Schmitt
Swapan Bhattacharya

Edward E.Hollop
R. Lindsay Mundell
Jaak J. Daemen
Hark Christianson

State of Nevada:

Carl Johnson

-Affiliation

NRC - FTS 427-4734
NRC - FTS 427-4742
NRC - FTS 427-4736
NRC - FTS 427-4611
NRC - FTS 427-4597
NRC - FTS 427-4793
NRC - FTS 598-6125
NRC - FTS 427-4682
NRC/RES FTS 427-4318
Engineers International, Inc.
(Consultant to NRC) (312)-963-3460

Bureau of Mines - DOI, FTS 776-0739
Bureau of Mines - DOI, FTS 776-0741
University of Arizona
ITASCA Consulting Group Inc.,Mpls.MM
(612)944-7114

State of NV - (702-885-3744)

NNWSI Participants:

Jerry S. Szymanski
Joe Tillerson
Leo Scully
Brenda Langkopf

Barry Schwartz
Fran Nimick
Ronald H. Price
William A. Olsson
Edward W. Shepherd

Thomas O. Hunter

Judy A. Geitgey
Joe A. Fernandez
Roger Zimmerman
Luke ortman

Hugh MacDougall
Mike A. Glora
Mike L. Wilson

DOE-NV FTS 575-1030
SNL - Geotechnical Project FTS 844-5575
SNL - Repository Design FTS 844-1849
SNL - Repository Perform. Assess.

FTS 844-8777
SNL - Geotechnical Project FTS 846-8268
SNL - Geotechnical Project FTS 844-6696
SNL - Geomechanics FTS 844-8980
SNL - Geomechanics FTS 844-7344
SNL - Investigations Project

FTS 846-0184
SNL - Depart..Mgr.-Investigations Proj.

FTS 844-9160
SNL - Librarian FTS 844-3044
SNL - Geotechnical Project FTS 844-2365
SNL - Geotechnical Project FTS 846-0187
SNL - Ground Motion & Seismic

FTS 844-7563
SNL - Repository Design, FTS 844-3133
SAI-LV FTS 575-1463
SAI-LV 702-732-3320

Weston Participant:

Hank Bermanis Weston (301-963-6821)



ATTACHMENT 2

6-TUNNEL UNDERGROUND FACILITY

FIELD EXPERIMENTS TUFF

NNWSI GEOTECHNICAL PROJECTS DIVISION

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

FOR

NEVADA NUCLEAR WASTE STORGE INVESTIGATIONS







CONTRIBUTIONS OF G-TUNNEL
FIELD TESTING

SITE CHARACTERIZATION SUPPORT

PROVIED BASELINE INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
MONITOR CHANGES IN BASELINE INFORMATION

ALLOW FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION

REPOSITORY DESIGN SUPPORT

UNDERSTAND HOST ROCK BEHAVIOR
UNDERSTAND WATER BEHAVIOR
UNDERSTAND FRACTURE BEHAVIOR
DEVELOP MODEL PREDICTION CONFIENCE
DEVELOP INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM EXPERIENCE
EVALUATE EXCAVATION METHODS



CONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS OF PARTICLES 
FRAGMENTED AND EJECTED

DURING VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS

TUFFS DEPOSITED AS SHEETS FROM A GAS-CHARGED DENSITY CLOUD

THAT ROLLS DOWN THE SLOPE OF A VOLCANO

TUFFS EMPLACED BY T AERIAL SETTLING OF PARTICULATES

EMPLACEMENT PROCESS WERE TE TEMPERATU AND LITHOSTATIC

PRESSURE ARE SUFFICIENTLY HIGH TO RESULT IN PLASTIC

COMPACTION AND CONSESION OF THE LASS FRAMENTS





PHOTOGRAPH PICTURES OF THE G-TUNNEL

DID NOT COPY VERY WELL



G-TUNNEL ROCK MECHANICS FIELD EXPERIMENTS IN TUFF

() To DEVELOP AND CONDUCT FIELD EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO EVALUATE THE THERMAL,
MECHANICAL, THERMOMECHANICAL AND HYDROTHERMAL PHENOMENA OF TUFF.

(2) To DEVELOP AND CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS TO EVALUATE MQDELS USING FIELD
MEASUREMENTS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE PREDICTIVE CAPABILITIES FOR A
PROPOSED REPOSITORY.

(3) TO DEVELOP TECHNIQUES
TESTING EXPERIENCE IN

FOR MAKING GEOTECHNICAL MEASUREMENTS AND ACCRUE
TUFF.



SMALL DIAMETER HEATER EXPERIMENTS

PHASE I

(1) TO PERFORM EXPERIMENTS IN WELDED AND NONWELDED TUFFS
TO MONITOR POSSIBLE HEATER ANNULUS WATER MIGRATION

(2) TO PLEASURE HEATER AND VERTICAL EMPLACEMENT HOLE
TEMPERATURE PROFILES DURING HEATING AND COOLDOWN

PERIODS

(3) TO EVALUATE METHODS OF MEASURING EMPLACEMENT HOLE
SURFACE TEMPERATURES

(4) TO OBTAIN DATA FROM BOTH TUFFS IN SIMILAR SETTINGS TO
FACILITATE REPOSITORY EVALUATIONS

TO

(L) TO EVALUATE STATE-OF-THE-ART THERMAL MODELING WITH

EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN THE HORIZONTAL SETTING

(2) TO CONDUCT A PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENT PLANNED FOR THE
EXPLORATORY SHAFT



SCHEMATIC FOR INSTRUMENTATION

HOLES FOR SECOND PHASE OF
SMALL DIAMETER HEATER EXPERIMENTS



G-TUNNEL HEATED BLOCK EXPERIMENT

( 1) TO MEASURE ROCK-MASS THERMOMECHANICAL (THERMAL
EXPANSION) AND MECHANICAL (MODULUS OF DEFORMATION,

POISSION'S RATIO) PROPERTIES OF JOINTED TUFF UNDER
INDEPENDENT THERMAL AND MECHANICAL LOADINGS

(2) TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF STRESS AND TEMPERATURE ON
INDIVIDUAL JOINT DEFORMATIONS AND PERMEABILITIES

(3) TO MONITOR CHANGES IN PORE MOISTURE CONTENT AND
RELATIE THESE TO CHANGES IN OTHER PROPERTIES (THERMAL

CONDUCTIVITY, ULTRASONIC WAVE VELOCITIES)







MEASUREMENTS IN G-TUNNEL HEATED BLOCK EXPERIMENT

MULTI- BOREHOLE EXTENSOMETER
HORIZONTAL SURFACE EXTENSOMETER

WHITTEMORE MECHANICAL STRAIN GAGE
STRAIN GAGE ROSETTE

IUSBM BOREHOLE DEFORMATION GAGE

OSIRO HOLLOW INCLUSION STRAIN CELL

THERMAL

THERMAL PROBE

- MOISTURE CONTENT

NEUTRON PROBW
CROSS-HOLE ULTRASONICS

EMF TRANSMISSIONS
PIEZOMETER

PRESSURE



PRESURIZED SLOT EXPERIMENTS

OBJECTIVES

(1) TO EVALUATE METHODS FOR CUTTING THIS-RELATIVELY
UNDISTURBED SLOTS IN WELDED TUFF

(2) TO DEVELOP METHODS FOR PERFORMING PRESSURE-DEFORMATION
MEASUREMENTS IN THIN SLOTS

(3) To MAKE ROCK-MASS MODULUS OF EFORMATION MEASUREMENTS
ON A LARGE SCALE

(4) TO DEVELOP METHODS FOR

(A)

(B)

EVALUATING ROCK MASS STRENGHTS
MEASURING TUNNEL SURFACE STRESSES





PRESSURIZED SLOT



G-Tunnel Underground Facility



G-Tunnel Underground Facility



Tuff

G-Tunnel Underground Facility



NRC DESIGN/ROCK MECHANICS DATA REVIEW SCHEDULE
AT SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

(July 18-20, 1984)

July 18 July 19 July 20
Wednesday Thursday Friday

1:00-3:00 3:00-5:30 8:00-11:30 12:30-5:30 8:30-10:00 10:00-11:30 11:30-12:00

1:00 Intrauctory Remarks ROCK Mechanics Testing, Mech Prop Mech Prop Rock Classification NRC Reviewers' Data Review
J. Szymanski and Lab tour data Data Data Data Conference Wrap-up

NRC Participants:
Paul Prestholt (PP) Thomas Schmitt (TS), Ed Hollop (EH), Lindsey Mundell (LM), Mark Christianson (MC), Swapan Dhattacharya (SD), Susan Billhorn
(SB 2) Jaak Daeman (JD), Nalem Tanious (NT), Piyush Dutta (PD) John Greeves (JG), Larry Pittiglio (LP), King Stablein (KS), John Cutler, JC).

SNL Participants:
Joe Fernandez [JF] Tom Hunter (TH) Brenda Langkopf [BL] Hugh MacDougall [HM] Fran Nimick (FN] Bill Olsson [BO], Ron Price [RP],
Barry Schwartz [BS], Joe Tillerson [JT], Luke Vortman [LV], Roger Zimmerman [RZ], Bill Shepherd [BS 2]

ALL UNCLEARED VISITORS MUST REPORT EACH DAY FOR BADGING AT BUILDING 822



NRC DESIGN DATA REVIEW

PROPOSED PROCEDURE

SNL STAFF WILL LEAD THROUGH DISCUSSION OF AT LEAST 1 SET

OF REPRESENTATIVE DATA

NRC REVIEWERS CAN THEN GO THROUGH DATA WHILE SNL STAFF WILL

BE AVAILABLE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS



ROCK MECHANICS

DATA BASE STRATEGY

AREA TO LOCATION

SCREENING

YUCCA MOUNTAIN

GROUSE CANYON

LAB

HORIZON

SELECTION

YUCCA MOUNTAIN

TOPOPAH SPRING

CALICO HILLS

BULLFROG

TRAM

CONCEPTUAL

DESIGN

TOPOPAH SPRING

BUSTED BUTTE

TITLE I & II

DESIGN

ES SAMPLES
TOPOPAH SPRING

GROUSE CANYON

FIELD GTUF:

GTUF CHARACTERIZATION +

SMALL DIAMETER HEATER

GTUF: GTUF:

SMALL DIAMETER MINING EFFECTS

HEATER STRENGTH

HEATED BLOCK EVALUATION

PRESSURIZED ES:
SLOT TESTS BEING

DEFINED



ROCK MECHANICS DATA AVAILABLE

LABORATORY TESTING

CORE RECORDS

BULK PROPERTIES

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

THERMAL EXPANSION

FRAN NIMICK

BARRY SCHWARTZ

MECHANICAL

MATRIX

JOINT

PROPERTIES

DATA .

EFFECTS DATA

RON PRICE

BILL OLSSON



ROCK MECHANICS DATA AVAILABLE

FIELD DATA

GTUF CHARACTERIZATION STUDIES

SMALL DIAMETER HEATER TESTS

PRESSURIZED (ROCHA) SLOT

HEATED BLOCK TEST

ROCKMASS CLASSIFICATION

HOLES USW G1, USW-GU3, USW G-4, UE25A#1

ROGER ZIMMERMAN

BRENDA LANGKOPF



WEAPONS

DATA

TEST SEISMIC

AVAILABLE

FOR EACH TEST

MAGNETIC TAPES - ANALOG AND DIGITAL DATA

NOTEBOOK - PROCESSED RAW DATA

SAND DOCUMENT

PERSONNEL

LUKE

HUGH

VORTMAN

MACDOUGALL



SEALING PROGRAM

DATA AVAILABLE

TUFF CONCRETE

GROUT AND

HYDROLOGIC

CONCRETE MECHANICAL AND GOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES

DATA (USGS AND PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT REVIEW)

PERSONNEL:

JOE FERNANDEZ



DATA REQUEST SHEETS FOR:

NRC DESIGN/ROCK MECHANICS DATA REVIEW
JULY 18-20, 1984

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

SUBJECT:

SNL PARTICIPANTS:

ITEM DATA/ITEM REQUESTED REQUESTED
By

REVIEW
STATUS

DATE
RELEASED

COMMENTS
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RELEASED
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RELEASED
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ITEM DATA/ITEM REQUESTED REQUESTED
BY

REVIEW
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RELEASED
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SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
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SNL PARTICIPANTS:

COMMENTSITEM DATA/ITEM REQUESTED REQUESTED
BY

REVIEW
STATUS

DATE
RELEASED
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SNL PARTICIPANTS:

ITEM DATA/ITEM REQUESTED REQUESTED
BY
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STATUS

DATE
RELEASED

COMMENTS



Reviewer

Date

- Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No-. O, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

la. What s the overall objective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be.determined by the test?

lc. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

1e. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?

1g. Comments.



Reviewer

Date

2. Is the procedure documented and compTete, and 
is it n written form?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, 
reviewed,

documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,.

NBS, or other (nternal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were 
the revisions

reviewed, documented, approved, and mplemented?

2d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01 /17/1 2



Reviewe

Date

How many, of these tests, havebee
n per form ed?

Accoding to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments



Reviewer

Date

4 . What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities* of the instru ments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?.

standards.

Comments



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation
techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. .How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be
independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a comptete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d.Are the data keyed to geological, envronmental, and other
experimental conditions?

5e Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer
Date

6. What techniques are involved analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/ 17/1



Reviewer

Date

7. What com

p
ut e

r p ro grams are used in c o l l e c t

ing
, re

d

uci
n

g , s tor ing ,
presenting,and analyzing the data?

7a.- How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and
controlled?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities.
other coments).



Revewer

Date

8. What are the acceptance/reje ct
ion criteria for t h e te st da t

a ?

8a. W
ere t h ese 

c ri t eria established prior to t e
st deve lop me

nt?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review
procedure corrective action)

Data Handling

Review Procedure

Corrective Action



Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation

9b.. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled (for example, not

used withoug approval of ystem designer or authorized project
manager.

9d.. Comments (For example, equipment performance and its effect
on test validity other comments.)

100/MSN/84/01 /17/1



Reviewer.

Date

10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,
impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting
in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data and other miscellaneous comments).



Reviewer

Date

-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

la. What is the overall objetive of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

le. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?

1g. Comments.



Reviewer

Date

2. Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,
NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions
reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
2



Reviewer

Date

3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/ 17/1
3



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities* of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national
standards?

or industrial

4d. Comments.

* Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument to 
perform

a stated function under a stated environment for a stated time.

100/MSM/84/01/17/1
4



Reviewer
Reviewer
Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation
techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be
independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological, environmental, and other
experimental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
5



Reviewer

Date

6. What techniques are inv olved in ana l yzing and i n ter preti n g t h
e da t a ?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What

6c. What

lytical techniques?

techniques?

6d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1 6



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, 
reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, 
documented, and

controlled?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,

other-comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
7



Reviewer

Date

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What s the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented?
procedure, corrective action.)

(Data handling, review

o Data Handling

o Review Procedure

o Corrective Action

8d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
8



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

-

9b. How are deviations considered.in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not
used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project
manager.)

9d. Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its effect
on test validity, other comments.)

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
9



Reviewer

Date

10. G
i
i
u

eneral comments (such as, relationship among different tests,

mpacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors 
resulting

n test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, 
additional

ses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).

100/MSN/84/1/17/1
10



Date

-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

la. What is the overall objective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

le. ow is the rock at the test site characterized?

If. How was the test designed?

1g. Comments.



Reviewer

Date

2. Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USSR, USGS,
NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the
reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

revisions

2d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
2



Reviewer

Date

3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
3



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities* of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national or industrial
standards?

4d. Comments.

* Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument to perform

a stated function under a stated environment for a stated time.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
4



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented n a complete and clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to eological, environmental,

experimental conditions?

and other

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
5



Reviewer

Date

6. What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
6



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and

controlled?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,

other comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
7



Reviewer

Date

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review
procedure, corrective action.)

o Data Handling

o Review Procedure

o Corrective Action

8d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
8



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c. Is he use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not
used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project
manager.)

9d. Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its effect
on test validity, other comments.)

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
9



Reviewer

Date

10. General coments (such as, relationship among different tests,

impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional

uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
10



Reviewer

Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

la. What is the overall objective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. s there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

le. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?

1g. Coments.



Reviewer

Date

2. Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2a. Is-it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USSM, USER, USGS,
NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions
reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
2



Reviewer

Date

3. How many of these

3a. According to

tests have been performed?

what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e. Coments.

100/MSN/84/O1/ 17/1
3



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities* of the nstruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and wer
systematically carried out according

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to nal

standards?

e calibrations
to approved procedure?

tional or industrial

4d. Comments.

* Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument 
to perform

a stated unction under a stated environment for a stated time.

100/MSM/84/01/17/1 4



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data
techniques?

collection, reduction, and presentation

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

Sb. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be
independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to eological, environmental, and other
experimental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
5



Reviewer

Date

6. What techniques re involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
6



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and

controlled?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,
other comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1 7



Reviewer

Date

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Da
procedure, corrective action.)

Data Handling

o Review Procedure

o Corrective Action

8d. Comments

100



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled?
used withoug approval of system designer
manager.)

(For example, not
or authorized project

9d. Comments. (For example, equipment performance and
on test validity, other comments.)

its effect

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
9



Reviewer

Date

10. General
impacts
in test
uses of

comments (such as, relationship among different tests,

on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting

closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional

data, and other miscellaneous comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1
10



Reviewer

Date

-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type identification number, and date of test.

la. What is the overall objective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by 
the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

ld. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

le. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?

1g. Comments.



Reviewer

Date

Is the procedure documented and complete and is itinwritten form?
2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure, If yes provide reference

2b If non-standard, how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented-, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,
NBS, or other (internat) processes.

2c Have there been revisions and how and When were the revisions
reviewed, documented, and implemented?

Com ments



Reviewer

to what procedure revisions?



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a How were the relabilities* of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c Are the calbrations traceable to national or industrial
standards?

4d. Comments

a stated function under a state environment for a stated time.

100/ MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction,and presentation
techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage 
be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological, environmental, and other
experimental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure.

5f. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/ 17/1
.



Reviewer
Date

What techniquesire involved in analyzing and intrepreting the data?

6a. What empircal techniques ?

6b.What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Date

What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,
presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and
controlled?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,
other comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date.

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b, What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling review
procedure, corrective action.)

Data Handling

Review Procedure

Corrective Actopm

Comments



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a What, is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project
manager)

9d Comments. For example, equipment performance and its effect

on test validity, other comments.)

100/MSN/84/01/17/1 9



Reviewer

Date

10.General comm
e n t

s 

(

s

u
cha s ,re l a t i

o

n

s h i p a m o n g d

i

f

f

e

r e n

t

t e s t s

impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting
in test closure, accuracy of measurements , limitations , additional
uses of data and other miscellaneous comments).



Reviewer

Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist

(Revision No. 0, January 18 1984)

1. Name/type,identifiction number, and date of test.

1a.: Whats the overall objective of the test?

1b what specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

1e. How s the rock at. the test site characterized?

1f.How was the test designed?

1.Comments



Reviewer

2. Is the procedure documented and complete and is it in wr i
tte n form

2b.. If non- "standard ", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USSR, USGS,
NBS, or other (internal) processes.



Date

3. How many of these tests have, been performed?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c Are- the calibrations traceable to national or industrial
standards?

4d comments

*Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument to perform
a stated fuction under a stated environment for a stated. time.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5f. Coments.



Reviewer

Date

6. What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and
control led?

7b. Comments- (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,
other comments)



Reviewer

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for 
the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review

procedure, corrective action.

Review Procedure

Corrective Action

8d. Comments



Reviewer

Date

How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not
used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project
manager)

Comment (For example, equipment performance and its effect
on test validity, other comments.)



Reviewer

Date

impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments)

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checkist
(Revision No., 0 January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site ( or sample ) selection?



Date

. 2. Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2a. Is. it standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-standard, how was the procedure developed reviewed

documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,

2d. Comments



Reviewer

3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions be

compared?

3c How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d How many tests are planned?

comments

100/ MSN/84/01/17/1



4a How were the reliablities the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national or industrial

standards?

4d.Comments



5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation.

5a.How ca
nthe rawnume

r
i
c

aldatabe retr i
eve

d
?

5b How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5 c Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5e Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer
Date

6. What techniques are involved, in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b.What analytical techniques?

6c.What numerical techniques?

6d Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Date

How are these programs verified, validated, documented and
controlled?

7b Comments (for example, implicit assumption, sensitivities,
other comments)

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development

8b What is the logic behind the criteria?

B c -How are the criteria impemented?(Data handling, review
procedure, corrective action.

Review procedure



Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or

analyses?

used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project
manager.)

9d.Comments (For example, equipment perfomance and its effect



Date

10 .General co mm
en

t s
s u c h a s, r ela t io n shi p amo n g di f fe r enttes t

s,
impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting.

in test closure accuracy of measurements, limitations,additional

uses of data, and- other miscellaneous commment)



Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0 January 18, 1984)

lb.. What specific parameters are to be determined by the tests ?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d What criteria were used for test site 
(or sample) selection

1e How is the rock at the test site characterized?



ReviewerDate

2 Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procdure? If yes, provide reference

2b. If non-"standard" how was the procedure developed, reviewed,

documented, and approved? For example, COE, USM, USBR, USGS,

NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions

reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?



Date

3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3b: How may test resuts, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How many, tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d How many tests are planned?





Reviewer

5. What are the data collection, reduction and presentation
techniques?

5a How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

6d Are the data keyed to geological, enviromental and other
experimental conditions?

5e Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Coments.



Reviewer

6. What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a.. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, 
and

controlled?

7b Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, s

ens
i t i v i t i e s ,

100/MSN/84/01/l7/1



Date

What are the acceptance/rejecti on c r ite ri a f o r the t es t d a t a?

8a Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review

procedure, corrective action.)

Data Handling

Review Procedure



Reviewer

9. How are deviations from establ i shed procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviations?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or

analyses?

9c Is the use of deviated data controled? (For example, not

used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project

manager.)

9d Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its effect

on test validity, other comments.)

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

10. General
impacts
in test
uses of

comments (such as, relationship among different tests
on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting

closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional

data, and other miscellaneous comments).

100/MSN/84/01/1 7 /1



Reviewer

Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist

(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined 
by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy is the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

1e How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed.



Reviewers

Date

2 Is the procedure documented and complete, and is in written form

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes provide reference.

2b. If non-standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,

NBS or other (internal) processes.

2c.Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions
reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d.Comments



Reviewer

Date

3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e Commen ts



Reviewers

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national or industrial
standards?

4d. Comments

Reliability is, defined as the probability of an insturment to perform
stated function under a staed environment for a stated time.

100/MSN/84/01/ 17/1.



Reviewers

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation.

5a.How can the raw numerical data be 
retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utitity of the presentation)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological, environmental, and other

5e.. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewers

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniqes?

6d Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1.



Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,presenting, and analyzing the data?

How are these programs verified validated. documented, and
controlled?

7b Comments (for example implicit assumptions, sensitivities,other comments).



Date

What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the 
test data?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review
procedure, corrective action )

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or

analyses?

9c Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example not,

used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project

manager.)

9d,. Comments. (For example, equipment perfomance and its effect

on test validity, other comments.)

100/MSN/84/O1/17/1



Reviewer

Date

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).



Date -

-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist

(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1a. What is the overall objective of the test?

1b. What specfic parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample)selection?

1f. How was the test designed?

1g -Comments-



Reviewer

Date

Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2b. If non "standard" how was the procedure developed, reviewed,

documented and approved? For example, COE, USEM, USSR, USGS,

NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions

reviewed, documented, approved,and implemented?

Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d How many tests are planned?

3 e . Co mme nt s .



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities* of the instruments specified?

4b. s there a calibration system and were calibrations

systematically carried out according to approved 
procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national 
or

standards?

industrial

4d. Comments.

* Reliability is defined as the probability of

a stated function under a stated environment

100/MSN/84/01/ 17/1

an instrument to perform
for a stated time.



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation
techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b.How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be
independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geolical, environmental, and other
experimental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f Comments.



Reviewer

Date

6. What techniques are involved i n anal y zing an d int e rpretingt he
data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, 
reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How-are these programs verified, validated, documented, 
and

controlled?

7b Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,

other comments).

100/MSN/84/O1/17/1



Reviewer

Date

8. What are the acceptance/rejection on criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

procedure, corrective action.)

Review Procedure

Corrective Action

8d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from estiblished procedures documented?

9a. What s the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or

analyses?



Reviewer

Date

General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,
impacts on interpretation, instrument, redundancy, factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).



Reviewer

Date

-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No.. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

la. What is the overall obective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

1e. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?

Comments.



Date

2 Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USSR, USGS,
NBS or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions
reviewed documented, approved, and implemented?

2d,.Comments



Reviewer

Date

3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be

compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments.

100/MSN/84/Ol/17/1



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test

4a. How were the reliabilities* of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national or industrial

standards?

4d Comments.

Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument to perform.

a stated function under a stated environment for a stated time.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5a. How. can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independenly checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the presentation)

5d Are the data keyed to geological, environmental, and other

experimenal conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

6. What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a What empirical techniques?

6b What analytical techniques?

6c What numerical techniques?

100/M SN/8 4/01/ 17
/ 1



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, redicomg, staring

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and

controlled?

7b Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, 
senitivities,

other comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviwer

8. What are the, acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a Were these criteria established prior to test developme

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review

procedure, corrective action.)

Data Handling

Review Procedure

Corrective Action

8d. Comments.



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or

analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled?
used withoug approval of system designer
manager.)

(For example, not
or authorized project

on test validity, other comments.)

100/MSN/84/01/ 17/1

its effect



Reviewer

Data

10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,
impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, 

factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional

uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).



Reviewer

Date

Draft Rock Mecharics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

1a. What s the overall objective of the test?

1b. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site or sample) selection?

le. How is rock at the test site. characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?



Reviewer

Date

2. Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written 
form?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,

documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,

NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions

reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Comments.

.

100/MSN/84/01/
l7/1



Reviewer

Date

3. How many of these tests have been performed

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How tests are in p roge ss and wh ich r e v is i o n i s i n use?

3d. How many tests, are planned?

3e.Comments.100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities* of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approve

standards?

Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument to perform
a stated function under a stated environment for a stated time.



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. - Are the data keyed to geological, environmental and 
other

experimental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.

100/MS/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

6. What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



7.

Reviewer

Date

What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and

controlled?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,
other comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review
procedure corrective action.)

Data Handling

Review Procedure

Corrective Action

8d Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not

used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project

manager.)

9d. Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its effect

on test vaildity, other comments.)

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

10. General
impacts
in test
uses of

comments (such as, relationship among different tests,
on nterpretation,instrumentredundancy, factors resulting
closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
data, and other miscellaneous comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1





Reviewer

Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

la. What is the overall objective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

d. - What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

le. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?



Reviewer

Date

2. Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in writte n form?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", howwas th e p r o c edure deve
loped , r

eviewed ,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USEM USBR, USGS,
NBS, or other (internal) processes.

Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions
reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Comments.



Rev ewer

3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a . According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be

compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilitles of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage 
be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological, environmental, and 
other

experimental conditions?

5e Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f Comments..



Reviewer

Date

What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a What empirical rechniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numierical techniques?



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are used in col l ect ing
, 

re
ducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and
controlled?

7b Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,
other comments.



Reviewer

Date

8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria 
for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b.: What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review

procedure, corrective action.)

Data handling

Revi ew Procedure

Corrective Action



Reviewer

Date

9.How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. H ow are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?.

9c. Is the use of deviated data control led?(For example, not
used withoug approval of system designer or authorized project
manager.)

9d.Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its effect
on test validity, other comments



Reviewer

Date

10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,

impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy,-factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements. limitations, additional

uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).

100/MSN/84/01/ 17/ 1



Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

date: July 20, 1983

to J. R. Tillerson, 6313

from: R. H. Price, 1542

subject: Comparison of Division 1542 Mechanical Testing Procedures with ASTM Guidelines

References:

[1] R. H. Price, A. K. Jones and K. G. Nimick (1542), SAND82-0481
Uniaxial Compression Test Series on Bullfrog Tuff
April 1982

[2] R. H. Price and K. G. Nimick (1542), SAND82-1055
Uniaxial Compression Test Series on Tram Tuff

July 1982

[3] R. H. Price and A. K. Jones (1542), SAND82-1314
Uniaxial and Triaxial Compression Test Series on Calico Hills Tuff
October 1982

[4] R. H. Price, K. G. Nimick and J. A. Zirzow (1542), SAND82-1723
Uniaxial and Triaxial Compression Test Series on Topopah Spring Tuff
October 1982

[5] R. H. Price (1542), SAND82-1315
Analysis of Rock Mechanics Properties of Volcanic Tuff Units from Yucca Mountain
(in preparation).

[6] ASTM D 3148-80
Standard Test Method for:
Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens in Uniaxial Compression

[7] ASTM D 2938-79
Standard Test Method for:
Unconfined Compressive Strength of Intact Rock Core Specimens

181 ASTM D 2664-80
Standard Test Method for:

Triaxial Compressive Strength of Undrained Rock Core Specimens Without Pore Pressure
Measurements



J. R. Tillerson, 6313 - 2 - July 20, 1983

The purpose of this memo is to report the comparison of procedures used in the mechanical experiments
reported by Division 1542 in references [1], [2], [3], [4], and 1 with the applicable ASTM Standard
Test Methods (references [6], [7] and [8]). With only one exception, our methods meet or exceed ASTM
standards. The deviation from the ASTM guidelines and sections not applicable (N/A) to our test
procedures (e.g., the sections dealing with sample specifications, since sample preparation was handled
by personnel in your division) are listed in the following paragraphs.

ASIM D 3148-80

Section 3.4 Only one, instead of at least twos, lateral deformation gage (specifically a 'Schuler'
ring gage) was used for lateral strain, and therefore Poisson's ratio, determinations.

Section 4. N/A

ASTM D 2938-79

Section 4. N/A

ASTM D 2664-80

Section 6. N/A

Copy to:

W. Herrmann 1500
W. C. Luth 1540
B. M. Butcher 1542
L. W. Teufel 1542
R. H. Price 1542
A. K. Jones 1542
F. B. Nimick 6313
B. M. Schwartz 6313



Reviewer

Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist,
(Revision No. 0 January 18 1984)

1 Name/type, identification number, and date of test

Ia. What is the overal objective of the test?

1b. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

1e How is the rock at the test site characterized?



Reviewer

Date -

Is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

.2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USSR, USGS,

NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and ho w a n d wh e
n we r e th e revisions

reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?



Reviewer

Date

3. How many of t

h

e

s e

tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?



Reviewer

Date

4 What instrumentation is used for the test?

systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national or industrial

standards?

- Reliability is defined as the probablity of an instrument to perform

a stated, function under a stated environment for a stated time

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

Date

5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation.
techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be
independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological, environmental and other
expermental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comment.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Date

6.What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c What numerical techniqes?

6d. Comments



Date

7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,
presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and
controlled?.

other comments).



Reviewer

Date

What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the

8a.~ Were these criteria established prior to test

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review

procedure, corrective action.)

Review Procedure

Corrective Action

8d comments



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b.. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9C., Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not
used withoug approval of system designer or authroized project
manager.)

9d. Comments. (For example , -equipment performance and its effect
on test validity other comments.)



Reviewer

Date

10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,
impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional

uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No: 0 January l8,1984)

Name/type, identification and date of test.

la. What is the overall objective of the test?

1b. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

Is there redundancy in the test concept?

1d. What criteria were used for test or sample) selection?



Reviewer

Date

Is the procedure documented and compete, a
n

d i
si t i

n wri t ten f
o r m

?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure?-If yes, provide reference..

If non-"standard" how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USRS, USGS,
NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c Have there been revisons and. how and when were the revisions.
reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d Comments



3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revision?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c.How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d How many tests are planned?



Reviewer

Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a: How were the reliabilities the instruments specifed?

4b, Is there a calibration system and were calibrations

systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national or industrial
standards?

Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument to perform
a stated function under a stated environment for a stated time

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Reviewer

5. What are the data collection, reduction and presentation

techniques?

5a How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5 c. Are the "data presented in a complete and clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

expermental conditionis?

5e..Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.

100/MSN/84/01/17/1



Date

6. What techniques involved in analyzing and interpreting the 
data

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments



Reviewer

Date

7. What computer programs are. used in collecting, reducting, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and

contolled?

other, comments



Reviewer.

Date

8 . What are the acceptance/rejection critera for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review

procdure, corrective action )

Review Procedure

Corrective Action

8d



Reviewer

Da te

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?
9a.

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
ana lyses?

9c. rs the use of deviated data controlled?. (For example, not
used without approval of system designer or authorized project
manager.)

9d.Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its effect
on test validity, other comments..)





Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

date: February 24, 1984

to: F. B. Nimick, 6313

from: R. H Price, 1542

subject: Rock Mechanics Laboratory Test Procedures for Obtaining Intact Rock Properties for
the NNWSI Project

I have gathered the following information in order to meet your Quality Assurance (QA)
guidelines concerning the laboratory methods employed within the Geomechanics Division
1542 rock mechanics lab. This memo includes a detailed outline of out test procedures
(pages 2-6), a copy of our test report sheet (pages 7,8), and a table listing the report
numbers that detail the Safe Operating Procedures (SOP) for our equipment (page 9).

The test procedures will outline all of our techniques and routines in the preparation
and testing of calibration and rock samples for the NNWSI project. The procedures
described herein are specifically designed for use in compressional, constant strain rate,
room temperature experiments on intact rock samples only; however, modifications are
easily made to these procedures if other test types are needed. Please note that the
procedural steps marked with a [T] are necessary only in experiments at elevated pressures
(i.e., triaxial). In addition, the sample/test ID noted in the procedures (e.g., see Section I-
C-1) always includes the drillhole numberor location abbreviation, a depth (if applicable),
and an additional sample number.

Prior to and immediately following the testing of any sample group, a calibration of
each of the measuring gages (see Section I-A).and of the entire test setup (Section I-B)
is performed. The test system is usually calibrated by mounting the measuring gages on
a cylindrical sample of aluminum, which is nominally the same size as the samples to be
tested.

Please feel free to contact me for any additional information and/or clarification.

RHP:rhp



-2- February 24, 1984

PROCEDURES

L Pre-Test Procedures

A. Gage calibrations.

1 Load cell

2. Axial displacement gage(s).

3. Lateral displacement gage(s).

B. System Calibration.

L Mount gages on aluminum sample.

2. Uniaxially compress aluminum sample to approximately 150 MPa.

3. Create plots of data (Y versus X), with linear fits to data.

a. Axial (differential) stress versus axial strain, with a fit to the linear portion of this
curve for Young's modulus.

b. Transverse strain versus axial strain, with a fit to the linear portion of this curve for
Poisson's ratio.

c. Axial strain versus time, with a fit to the linear portion of this curve for axial strain
rate.

4. Compare Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (v) values to the ideal values for aluminum.

a. Aluminum: E=69.7GPa

b. 7076 aluminum E 72.4 GPa v-.320

5. Once the test values have be compared:

a. If the measured elastic moduli are both within five percent of ideal, continue on to
Section I-C

b. If one or both of the measured elastic moduli deviate more than five percent from ideal,
the reason(s) for the difference must be determined and steps I-B-I to 5 repeated.



F.B. NImick -3 - Febuary 24 1984

L Pre-Test Procedures (continued)

C. Initial Sample Handling

1. Mark sample with sample/test D.

2. Measure and note sample length and diameter.

Each sample should also be checked for ends that are:

a. Parallel.

b. Perpendicular to the cylindrical axis.

C. Clean and smooth.

3. - Locate and mark gage mount points on the sample.

4. Attain appropriate sample saturation (e.g., 0 or 100 percent), following NNWSI program
directives.

D. Fill out test report sheet.

E. Sample-assembly preparation steps.

1. Prepare appropriately sized end caps.

Each end cap should be checked for ends that are:

a. ParalleL

b. Perpendicular to the cylindrical axis.

- c. Clean and smooth.

2. Place sample between end cap.

3. Put jacket around sample and end caps.

4. Shrink jacket snugly around the sample and end caps.

S. Seal ends of jacket at the end caps with

a. O-rings.

b. Wire

c. Both.

6. Mount displacement gages on sample.

a. Axil gages (2) (if necessary).

b. Lateral gage(s) (1 or 2).

r. Place sample assembly between the test apparatus loading platens.

8. Check gage connections and set gages in the null position.



F.b. Nimick -4 - Febuary 24, 1984

L Pre-Test Procedures (continued)

F. Test apparatus preparation steps.

1. Fill the pressure vessel with confining fluid IT.

2. Put vessel end plug on tT!.

3. Tap loading piston through seal down onto sample assembly IT.

4. Bring loading platens into contact with the sample assembly or piston to eliminate spaces
in the entire loading column.

G. Electronic controls preparation steps.

1. Set each signal conditioner to desired gain and range.

2. Set the control variable span to desired magnitude.

3. Set function generator options to appropriate settings.

L Computer data acquisition preparation steps.

L Input appropriate set-up Ale parameters.

2. Check input voltages for correct readings and correct data channels.

3. Prepare the data acquisition program for the start of experiment.

4. Input parameters, appropriate axes labels and units, and ranges of axes values for the real-
time plot to be monitored during the experiment (this plot can be whatever the operator
feels is most significant for the test being performed, but is normally axial stress versus
axial strain).
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IL Test Procedures

A. Begin data collection program.

B. Begin hydrostatic loading [Ti and low sample to stabilize at the desired pressure for at least
30 minutes.

C Begin axial loading.

D. Monitor real-time plot, ample, and parameter voltages.

E. Decrease axial loading until sample is In a hydrostatic state of stress.

Accomplished by.

L Manual return.

Due to:

a. Sample failure.

b. Desired strain reached.

2. Automatic return.

a. Function generator reverses the loading because the time limit and ultimate range of
the control parameter have been reached.

E. Decrease hydrostatic load until sample is completely unloaded [T].

F. Stop data collection program.
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III. Post-TEst Procedures

A. Print out data table (in standard units).

1. Axial (differential) stress (MP meGapascals)

3. Axial strain (MiLLI: mlitrain).

3. Lateral strain (mii: mnistaln).

4. Confining pressure (MPa megapascals) r
5. Time (s : SecoNds).

S. Create plots of data Y versus X), with linear fits to data when eeded.

L See Section I-B for specific plots.

in addition, the following plots:.

2. Axial stress versus transverse strain.

3. Axial stress versus volume strain.

C. Take vessel apart and remove sample.

1. Open up large gaps In the loading column by moving the loading platens.

3. Remove loading piston .

38 Remove vessel end plug [T].

4. Drain remaining fluid from vessel TI.

S. Remove sample assembly from vessel ITI.

6. Remove gages that are mounted on sample.

T. Remove jacketing material.

a. If sample Is competent, remove entire jacket.

b. I sample Is not competent, remove jacket from end caps only.

S. Clean and store sample In a container with the sampleltest ID.

0 Clean and store endcaps.

D. Note test Information.

1 Note anything unusual about test and/or sample on the test report sheet.

2. Note test information in the log book for te test apparatus.

a. Date.

b. Sample/testiD)

C.D Operator(s).

d. Set-up and data file numbers.
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Test Report Sheet
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Test Report Sheet (continued)
TEST CONdITIONS
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Table 1. Safe Operating Procedure (SOP) Reports for the
test Facilities in the Geomechanics 1542 Rock Mechanics Laboratory
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Draft Rock Mechanics D a t a R evie w Che c k l ist

(Revision No. 0, January 18 1984)

1. Name/type.identification number, and date of test.

la. What is the overall objective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

1c. Is there redundancy in the test concept.?

1d :What. criteri were used for test site (or sample) selection?

le. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

1f. How was the test designed?



2. is the procedure documented and, complete and is it in written form

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-standard,how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,

NbS, or other(internal) processes.

2c. have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions
reviewed documented approved, and implemented?



3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions:?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be-

compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned

3e. Coments.



4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. how were the reliabilities of the instruments specified?

4b-. is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calbrations traceable to national or industrial
-standards

4d.COmments



5. What are the data collection reduction, and presentation
techniques?

5a. How can the raw n u merical data be retrie v e d ?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be
independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

54. Are the data keyed to geologica1, environmental, and other

experimental condi tions

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f.comments



6. What techniques are involved In analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a.. What emipirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.



7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,
presenting analyzing data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated, documented, and
control led?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities
other comments).



8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data

8a. Were these criteria estabIished prior to test development?

b.What is' the logic behind the criteria

8c. How a re the riteria Implemented (Data handling, review
procedure, corrective action

.Data HAndling

* RevIew-Procedure

Corrective Action

8d.Comments



9. How are devIations from establi shed procedures documented?

9a.what i s the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations cosidered in data reduction and/or

9c.Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not.
used without approval of system designer or authorized project
manager.)



10. General comments (such as-relationship among different tests
Impacts on interpretation, Instrument redundancy, factors resulting
In test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data,. and other miscelTaneous comments)



Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist

(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type identification number, and date of test.

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the test?

IC. is there redundancy in the test concept.

1d. What criteria were- used for test site (or sample) 
selection?

1e.hOw Is the rock at the test site characterized?,

If. How was the test designed?



2. is the procedure documented and complete, and is it-in written form?

a. Is It a standard (ASTM) procedure? if yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard",how was the procedure developed, reviewed,

documented, and approved?. For example, COE, USBM, USSR, USGS,

NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the 
revisions

reviewed, documented, approved. and implemented?

2d. Comments



3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained 
under different revisions, be

compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress 
and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are plAnned?

:3e. Comments



Date

4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there acalibration system and were calibrations

~systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

e - -



5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage 
be,

independently checked and/or duplicated?

Sc. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological. environmental, and 
other

experimental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure



6. What techniques are involved in anaTYzing and interpreting the data?

6a. at empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.



7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing
presenting and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified, validated,, documented, and

controlled?

7b.Comments (example..implicit assumptions, sensitivities,
other coments).



8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria- for the test- data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c :How are the criteria implemented? data handling, review

procedure, corrective action

data Handling

Review Procedure

Corrective Action



Reviewer

Date

9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or

analyses?



10. General :comments (such as, relationship among different 
tests,

impacts on interpretation, Instrument redundancy, factors resulting

in test-closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data and other miscellaneous-coments).



Date

Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. O January 18, 1984)



2a. is the procedure documented and complete, and is it fn written form?-

,

2a Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? if yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,
NBS, or other (internal) processes.-

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions
reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Comments.



3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

.3b How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

-How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments.



4. What instrumentation s used for the test?

4a. Now were the reliabilities of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations
systematically carried out according to approved procedure?



5. What are the data collection, reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage 
be

5b.independently checked and/or duplicated?

Sc. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)



Date

6. What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Coments -



7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing,storing,
.presenting, and analyzing the data?

7
a

.

H

o

w 

a
r e theseprograms veri f i

ed ,vali
d ated, d

o c u
mente

d , and
control led?

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, sensitivities,
other comments).



What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?



9. How are, deviations. from established 
procedures documented?

9a. What i s the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data 
reduction and/or

analyses?

9C. Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not

used withoug approval of system designer 
or authorized project

manager.)

d.Comments. (For example equipment performance and its effect

on test validty, other commnents.)



Reviewer

.10. General comments (such as,relationship among diff tests,
impacts on interpretation! instrument redundancy, factors resulting
in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments)



-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 8, 1984)



2. Is the procedure documented and complete, 
and is it In written fo

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-standard, how was the procedure developed, reviewed,

documented, and approved? For exampLe, COE, USBM, USSR, USGS,

NBS, or other (Internal) processes

2c. Have there been revisions and how 
and when were the

reviewed, documented, approved, and 
implemented?

revisions



3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different 
revisions, be

compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision s n use?

3D



4. What instrumentation s used for the test?

4a. How were the relIabILities of the nstruments specIfied?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations

systmatIcally carried out according to approved procedure?

4c. Are the calibrations traceable to national or industrial

standards?

4d. COMMENTS.



5. What aRe the data collection reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5a. How can the raw n mer caT data be retrieved?

Sb. How can all data reduction steps 
prior to data storage be

independently checked ad/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete 
and clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the 
presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological, 
environmental

experimental Conditions?

, and other

Are the data traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.



6. What techniques Are Involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical tEchniques?



7. What computer programs are used 
n collecting,

presenting, and analyzing the data?
reducing, storing,

7a. How are these
control led?

programs verified, validated, documented, 
and

7b. Comments (for example, implicit assumptions, 
sensitivities,

other comments).



8. What arE the acceptance/reJEctIon criteria for 
tHe test data?

8a. Were these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review

procedure, corrective action.)

Data Handling

Review Procedure

° Corrective Action

8d. Comments



How are deviatioNs from established procedures 
documented?

9a. What s the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction 
and/or

analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled?
used withoug approval of system designer

manager.)

(For example, not
or authorized project

9d. Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its

on test validity, other comments.)

effect



10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,

ieacts on interpretation instrument redundancy, factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations,
uses of data, and other miscellaneous conents)



10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,

impacts on Interpretation, nstrument redundancy, factors resulting

in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, 
additional

uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).



Draft Rack Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No, o January 18, 1984)



2.is the procedure documented and complete, and is it in written form?

2a. Is it a standard(ASTM) procedure? 
If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-'standard, how was the procedure: developed, reviewed,

documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR,.USGS,

NES, or other (internal ) processes.

2d.. Comments.



3. How many

i

of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to-what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different 
revisions, be

compared?

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests are planned?

3e. Comments.



4. What instrumentation is used for the est?

4a. How were the, reliabilIities of the instruments specified?

4b.Is there a calibration system and were calibrationssystematically carried out accordino to approged procedure?

4c. Are the calitrations traceable to national or industrial
standards?

4d Coments.

Reltiablity is defined- as the 
perform

& stated function, under a stated environment_ for a stated time.



5. What are the data collection, reduction,and 
presentation

techniques? -

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage 
be

independently checked and/or dupTicated?

5c. Are-the data presented in a complete and 
clear format?

(Comment.aTso on the utility of the 
presentation.)

5d:Are the data keyed to geological, environmental, and other

expermental conditions/

5e. Are the dat traceable to a written procedure?

5f. Comments.



6. What techniques ire involved in analyzing and intereting 
the data

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analytica techniques?

6c. What numerical technques

6d. Comments.



7. What computer programs are used in collecting, reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7b_ Comments (for example, implicit assumptions,
other comments).

sensitivities,



8. What are the acceptance/rejection ciriteria for the test data?'

a. Were,these criteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8C. How are the criteria Implemented? (Data handling, review
procedure corrective action

Dta Handl ing

Review Procedure

Corrective Action

8d Comments



How are deviations from .establishedprocedures documented?

9b. How are deviations
analyses?

considered n data reduction and/or

9c. is the use-of deviated data controlled?. (For example, 
not

used withoug approval of system designer or authorized 
project

manager.)

9d.- Comments. (For example, equipment performance and its

on test validity, other comments)



10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests
impacts on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting
in test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional
uses of data, and other miscellaneous comments).



- Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)



2. is the procedure documented and complete and Is it in written form

2b.. if no standard' how. ws the procedure developed, reviewed,

documented and approved? 'For example COE, USBM,, USBR,. USGS,

NBS or:other (internal) 'processes.



3.How many of these tests have been performed?

3. According to what procedure revisions?

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be

compared

3c. How many tests are in progress and which revision is in use?

3d How-many tests are panned?



4. What instrumental is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities of the instruments specified? if

4b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations

systematically carried out according to approved procedure?

4c.Are the calibratitons traceable to national or industrial



6

5. What are the data collection reduction and presentation

techniques :

S5 How can the raw numerical data be retrieved

5b.How can all data reduction steps prfor to data storage 
be

Independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a complete and 
clear format?

(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

5d. Are the data keyed to geological environmental and other

experimental conditions -



6. What techniques are involved in analyzing and interpreting the data?

6a. What empirical techniques

6b. What analytical techniques?.

6c. What numerical technques?

6d Comments



7. "What computer programs are used In collecting, reducing, storing,

presenting and analyzing the data?

7a. How are these programs verified,validated,documented, 
and

controlled?

7b. Comments (for example; implicit assumptions, sensitivities,

other comments).



8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the test data?

a.; Were these criteria established prior to test developmentT

8 What is- the logic behind the criteri?

8How are the criteria implemented?(Data handling, review

procedure corrective action)

Data. Handling

Review Procedure

8d. Comm
ents



9. How are deviations from established procedures 
documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or

analyses?



-10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,

Impacts, on interpretation,instrument redundancy, factors 
resulting

in test closure', accuracy-of-measurements, limitations, additional

uses of data, and miscellaneous comments).



-Draft Rock Mechanics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0, January 18, 1984)

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of test.

la. What s the overall objective of the test?

lb. What specific parameters are to be determined by the 
test?

Ic. s there redundancy in the test concept?

Id. What criteria were used for test site (or sample) selection?

le. How is the rock at the test site characterized?

If. How was the test designed?



2a. is it a standard (ASTM) procedure?If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,

NBS, or other(internal) processes.-

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the- revisions
reviewed documented. approved, and Implemented?



3 how many. of these tests have, been performed.

3a According to what procedure revisions?

3b. how-may test results, obtained under different visions, be

3c. how many tests are in. progress and which revision is in use



4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reliabilities of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and were catibrations
systematically carried out according to approved 

procedure?

4c. Are the calibrattons traceable to national or industriaT

- standards?

4d. Comments.

* PeTlability is defined as the probabifity of 
an instrument to perform

a stated. funtion undera stated environment 
for a- stated time



5. What are the data collection, reduction, andtechniques?

5. HoW can tHe raw numnericaT data. be retrieved?

5b. How can alL data reduction steps prior to data storage beindependently checked andfor duplicated?

5c Are the data presented in a complete and clear foRMatT(CoMMent also on the utility of the presentation.)



6. What tecHniQues,Are involved in analyzing and
interpretiNg the data?

6a. What empiricaL techniques?

6b. What analytical techniques?

What numerical techniques?



7. What computer programs are used iN coLlecting, 
reducing, storing,

presenting, and analyzing the data?

7a.. How are these programs verified, validated, documented,and

controlled?

7b. CoMMent (fOr EXAMP
LE I

Mpl i
c i

t 

as
sum p t io n s , s e nsi t i vities

,

other- comments)



8. What are.the. acceptance/reJection criteria for the test data?

8a. Were these crIteria established prior to test development?

8b. What is the logic behind the criteria?

8c. How are the criteria implemente-d?
procedure, corrective action.)

(Data handling, review

o Data Handling

Review Procedure

Corrective Action



9.How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example,
used withoug approval of system designer or authorized
manager.)

9d. Comments. (Forexampe, equipment performance and its
Or test VaLidity, other comMents.)



10. General coments (such as,, relationship among different 
tests,

impacts on InterpretatIoN instrument redundancy, factors resulting

n test closure, accuracy of measurements. limitations, 
additional

uses of data, and other miscellaneous. comments),



Draft Rock MechaNics Data Review Checklist
(Revision No. 0. January 18, 1984)

1: Name/type identification number and date of test.

la. What Is the overall objectve of thg test?

lb.. What specific par metER S to be1determined by the test?

Ic Is there: redundancy In the test concept?

: d What crteria were used for test site: (or sample) selection?

le. How Is the rock at the test site characterized?

If How was the test designed



2. is the procedure-documneted and complete, and is it 
in written form?

2a. rs it a standard (ASTN) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed,

documented, and approved? For-example, COE, USBM,1 USSR, USGS,

NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2.c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions

reviewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Comments.



3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3. Accordng to what procedure revisions

3 b How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be
compared?

3c. ow many tests are n progress- and which revision is- in use?

3d HOw MAay test- are planned



4. What instrUmentation is used for the test?



. What are The data Collection reduction, and presentation

techniques?

5b.: How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?



What, techniques are Involved In anALYZING and inteRpReting the data?

6e What empirical techniques

6b What analytical techniques

6c. What numerical techiq es

6d. Comments.



.7 What computer programs are used i. collecting, reducing, storing,
presenting,and analyzing the data?

7a.. How are these programs verified, validated; documented, and
controlled?



8. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for 
the test data?

8a. Were: these criteria established prior, to test devel opment?

8b. What is The logic behind the criteria?

8C How are the, criteria ImpLeMented? (Data handling review
procedure. corrective action.)

Data Handling

RevIew Procedure-



Date





Draft Rock MechaNics Data Review Checklist
(Revison No. 0, JanuAry 18, 1984)



2. Is the procedure documented and complete and is it In written form?

2a Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure If' yes provide reference.

2b_ If non-"standard, how was the procedure developed,' reviewed,

documented, and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS,

NBS, or other (internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions

reviewed,documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Comments.



3 How many of these Tests have been performed?

3a AccordIng to what procedure revisions?

3b. -How may test TESts, obtained under different revisions, be

compared?

3c. Howmany tests are In progrest and which revision is in use

3d.How many tests, are

3e. Comments.



4. What instrumentation is used for the test?



. What are the data colLection, reduction, and presentation

techniques .

5a How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage 
be

independently checked and/or dupicated? .

5c. Are the data presented-In a compLete and clear format?

(CoMent aTso on the utility Of the presentation.



6.What techniques Are involved in, analyZi ng and interpreting the da

6a. What empirical techniques?

6b. What analyticaL techniques

6c What numerical techni ques?



7. What computer programs .re used in collecting, reducing, storinGs,

presenting, and anaLyzing the data.



8a. Were these criteria established prior to TEST DevelopmEnt?

8.What is the logic behind, the criteria?

8c. How -are the criteria implemented? (Data,
procedures corrective action.

handling, eview

Data Handling

Review Procedure

Corrective- Action

8b Comments



9. How are deviations from established procedures documented?

9a. What is the cause of the deviation?

9b. How are deviations considered in data reduction and/or
analyses?

9c. Is the use of deviated data controlled?
used withoug approval of system designer
manager.)

9d. Comments. (For example, equipment perfo
on test vaLIdIty, other comments.)

(For example, not
or authorized project

Mance and its effect



10. General comments (such as, relationship among different tests,
impacts on interpretation,instrument redundancy, factors resulting
In test closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, addtional
uses of data, and other miscellaneous-comments).



Draft Rock MechaNics Data Review Checklist.
(Revision No 0,January 18, 1984)



2 .Is the procedure documented and complete and IS It IN WRITTEN FORM?

2a Is It a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-standard, how-was the procedure developed, reviewed,
documented. and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR :USGS,
NBS:or other (tnternil) processes.

2c. Have there- been revisions-nd how and when were-the revisions -
revIewed, documented, approved, and implemented?

2D.Comments.



3. How many of these tests have been performed?

3a. According to what procedure revisions? y' ' 1W * ' 6

3b. How may test results, obtained under different revisions, be

compa red?

3c. How many tests are n progress and which revision is in use?

3d. How many tests. are planned

3e. Comments.



4. What instrumentation is used for the test?

4a. How were the reLiabitties* of the instruments specified?

4b. Is there a calibration system and- were calibrations

systematicaly carried-out according to approved 
procedure?

4c. Are the caLibraIons traceabLe tO nATIONAL or industriaL



5. What are the data collection, reduction and presentation
techniques?

5a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?.

5b. How can all data reduction steps prior to data storage be

independently checked and/or duplicated?

5c. Are the data presented in a coMpLEte and clear format?

-(Comment. also.on the utility of the presentation.

5d. Are the data keyed to geologicAL environmental, and other

experimental conditions?

5e. Are the data traceable to a written procedure?



6. What techniques Are involved in analyzing and interpreting

6a. What empirical techniques?

the data?

6b. What analytical techniques?

6c. What numerical techniques?

6d. Comments.



7. What computer proGrams are used In cOLLeCtI ng, reducin storng,

presentin and analyzing the dat

7a. How are- these programs verified, vaLidated, documented, and -



8. What are the acceptance/jection criteria for thE test data?

8b. What is the logic behinds the criteria?

8c. How are the criteri a impLIemteD (Data handlingS revIew

procDure corrective

3 Data Handling -



9a. What cause of the deviation

How are deviations-considered in data 
reduction and for

analyses.

9c. is the use of deviated data controlled? (For example, not

used without approval designer or authorized project

manager.)


